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## CHRONOLOGY

1762 Born 19 May in Rammenau, in the Upper Lusatia area of Saxony, the first of eight (surviving) children of the ribbon weaver Christian Fichte and his wife, Johanna Maria Dorothea

1774–80 Attends Princely Secondary School at Pforta, near Naumburg ([Schulpforta](#))

1780–84 Studies at the universities of Jena, Leipzig and Wittenberg, no degree taken

1785–93 Private tutor in households in Saxony, Zurich and Eastern Prussia

1790 August/September: reads Kant’s *Critique of Pure Reason, Critique of Practical Reason and Critique of the Power of Judgment*

1791 Visits Kant in Königsberg

1792 *Attempt at a Critique of All Revelation* [in part anonymously published]

1793 June: returns to Zurich; October: marries Johanne Rahn of Zurich

1793–94 *Contribution to the Rectification of the Public’s Judgement of the French Revolution* [published anonymously]

1794 February: *Zurich Lectures on the Concept of the Wissenschaftslehre*. As of May: Professor at the University of Jena; *Concerning the Concept of the Wissenschaftslehre, Foundation of the Entire Wissenschaftslehre* (Parts One and Two); *Some Lectures Concerning the Vocation of the Scholar*
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1795  Foundation of the Entire Wissenschaftslehre [Part Three]

1796  Foundation of Natural Right [Part One]

1796–99 Three yearly lecture courses on the New Presentation of the Wissenschaftslehre [Wissenschaftslehre nova methodo]

1797  Foundation of Natural Right [Part Two]

1797–98 New Presentation of the Wissenschaftslehre [fragmentary]

1798  The System of Ethics

1798  November: beginning of the atheism dispute

1799  April: loses his professorship

1800  July: moves to Berlin; The Vocation of Man; The Closed Commercial State

1804–5 Five consecutive lecture courses on the Wissenschaftslehre

1805  May to September: Professor in Erlangen

1806  The Characteristics of the Present Age; The Way towards the Blessed Life; On the Essence of the Scholar

1807  October: flees with the Prussian court to Königsberg; travels on to Copenhagen; returns to Berlin; Wissenschaftslehre Königsberg

1807  December to March 1808: Addresses to the German Nation

1809  As of December: Professor at the University of Berlin

1810–14 Five yearly lecture courses on the Wissenschaftslehre

1810  August: elected Dean of the Philosophical Faculty [re-elected June 1811]; The Wissenschaftslehre in Its General Outline

1811  August: first elected Rector of the University of Berlin [resigns April 1812]; Five Lectures on the Vocation of the Scholar

1812  Doctrine of Right; Doctrine of Ethics

1813  The Doctrine of the State [published 1820]

1813–14 Three-part philosophical diary (Diarium I, II and III)

1814  Dies on 29 January in Berlin